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ABSTRACT I . INTRODUCTION

We study the path integral quantisation of a purely fermionic system in

the semiclaasical approximation. It i s crucial the fact that the analogae of the

usual method of stationary phase works, for integrals over (jrassmann variables.

Our analysis is based on a quite trivial example (the exact solution i s known),

and therefore we can check, when the results cake sense. It is shown that just

as in the bose case the path integral method depends on the discretization (we

use the Faddeev discretization) and some attempts to do the same derivations

directly In the continuous time limit ir-e shown to yield either i l l defined

objects or simply wrong results. It seems correct to cor.ttlude that the key

point is the discretization.

Haclendo uso de la cuantizacion a trave'a del metodo de integral de

camlna se estudia sistemas puramente fernionieos y su comportamento en la

aproximacion semlcl&sica. Result* ser crucial que el analogs delmetodo de

fase est»cionaria sea valido para integrales sobre variables de Grassmann.

Nuestro an&lisis se basa en un ejemplo muy trivial (su solucion exacta.es

conocida), y por lo tanto se puede comprobar que los resultados tienen sentido.

Se demuestra que tal como en el caso bosonico el metodo de integral de camlno

depende de la discretlzacion (nosotros usamos le discretizacion de Faddeev) y

algunos intentos de bacer las mismas deducciones directamente en el lfmite de

tiempo continuo muestran que se obtiene expresiones no bien definidas o

ainplenente resultados equivoqados. Es directo concluir que la discretization

ea ml punto clave.

There are a variety or reasons to believe that the quantization of

complicated systems is rendered simpler by the method of path integrals. There

are many references that deal with the best understood part of the method, some

of which are l isted in [ l ] . It. must be borne in mind, however, that going

beyond the usual finite degrees of freedom quantum mechanics or the simplest

field theoretical models, the process of quantization is difficult, subtle und

sometimes polemic. The path integral method is no panacea but i t does give the

taste - to some of us at least - that i t helps to tackle some of the difficulties

that soiaetimes are left unsolved by other means. An outstanding result of the

path integral method is the quantization of non-abelian gauge theories [2] .

Efforts to quantize the gravitational degrees of freedom seem as well to be

mainly concentrated around the same tool [3]. More generally, the path

integral method is particularly suited to discus3 the quantization of constrained

systems [U].

Our aim is to discuss some of the problems that arise when dealing with

fermionic systems within the path integral method. Fermionic systems should be

described by variables i|r(3,t> which satisfy -anticommutation relations typically

Of the form

Before talking about fermioaic systems we want to remind the reader of

a fev basic results concerning boaonic (ordinary quantum) path integrals for

unconstrained systems [1] . Here follows a simplified one dimensional version

of the method.

From the Schrodinger equation i t se l f an expression can be derived for

the propagator (hereafter we take 11*1)

(1.2)
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namely, is that ( i) the integration LVLT the variables p is straightforward

(gaussian type integral) and ( i i ) the integration over the q-variables has,

under semiclassical circumstcuui'j, a main contribution coming from the

stationary phase condition

(1.3a)

where the time interval OstsT has been divided in N+l equal intervals

E: E(H+1)=T. Eq. (l.3a) is often shorthand written as

U-3b>

The latter is said to be an integral over paths in phase space. Subtleties

concerning the clarification of ambiguities in the definition of (1.3) - in

particular the connection between the operator H and the function H(p,q) -

can be found to be discussed in detail in Ref. [5] where the concept of

discretization is stressed.

The knowledge of G(q^q.;T) gives in principle practically any answer

concerning the quantum system under study. In particular the energy spectrum

[E } is formally obtained from

that i s , from that very path

(1.6)

, in configuration space, that satisfies

the classical (Siler-Lagrange) equations with the boundary conditions

specified in (1.3b).

The semiclassical or WKB approximation to (1.3) is

(1.7}

where the sum is over all the extrema of S that exist vith the given

boundary conditions and S ia the action integral evaluated at the classicalS

path 5(t) that make S[ii5 take an extremum value. In one dimension

(1.6)

As usual, the last functional integral must be understood as a limit of a multi-

dimensional integral over N integrals dy as in (1.3a). The evaluation of

gaussian integrals such as (1.8) can be performed making use of

Another important standard result in ordinary quantum mechanics that ve

wish to mention, valid when

H =
(1.5)

- 3 -

(1.9)

In the semiclassical or WKB approximation the concept of discretization

plays a role. In fact, since different discretizations lead to different



it becomes necessary to determine which is the one that actually

gives the most probable path [6]. What we do nov is to pay attention to

fernionic systems and verify through a couple of simple examples that again

ambiguities arise, probably related to discretization, but which we directly

connect with the effort to work directly in the continuous time limit.

In Section 2 we sketch the path integral method of quantization of

Faddeev for fermions and briefly expound the semiclassical (WKB) approximation

in the same context. One of the main and novel features at this point is that

the general formalism, including a generalization of the stationary phase

theorem, is valid even for functional Grassmann variable integrals, including

the WKB approximation [7]. In Section 3 an illustrative and simple fermionic

system is defined by the Hamiltonian (3.1) below which has a trivial exact

solution and (a) write down the unambiguous definition of the Faddeev pro-

pagator for any purely fermionic system, (b) describe the stationary phase

condition equations necessary to work the WKB approximation, (c) correctly

find out the factors necessary to solve an extremely simple system working with

discretized time and (d) find out that working directly in the continuum leads

to a not well defined result for the determinant factor.

In Section M the originally defined example is solved in the context of

the WKB approximation with the help of an auxiliary scalar-field variable o.

Even though the Hamiltonian of the system (3.1) is not quadratic, in this

method the WKB approximation yields the exact result when the calculation ia

performed in the discrete. Next it is shown that a naive analogous calculation

carried out in the continuous time limit leads to an incorrect but unambiguously

defined result. We also remark that If the a (scalar) field was not intro-

duced we would still get a solution, but this time it is a truly approximate

one.

Z. FERMIONIC SYSTEMS

We are i n t e r e s t e d in systems described by a quantum Hamiltonian H

function of Cl i f ford quantum var iab les $ ( t ) ,•} ( t ) . After d i s c r e t i z i n g the

time i n t e r v a l O;t<T in N+l i n t e r v a l s E we have, as in ( 1 . 1 ) , the a n t i -

commutation r e l a t i o n s

(2.1)

On the right hand side there should be an -H factor which we are taking to be

unity. However, as the classical Hol t Interests us, ve must consider (2.1)

in the limit lr+0, which leads to the Grassmann variables satisfying

(2.2)

(no hat i s used on these variables and an asterix takes the place of the

dagger). In principle our variables have an extra index a which in the

example of next section takes Just tvo values, but i t could be the continuous

index x plus Borne discrete Dirae Index y as i t was implicit In ( l . l ) .

As shown by Faddeev [ l ] the propagator in thin case can be written as

(2.3)

where H i s the so called normal symbol associated to H (again this could

change depending on the discretization chosen) and the path integral in (2.3)
over the paths ( t ( t ) , * # ( t ) ) must be understood as the limit (c-K> or H-+") of »
multidimensional integral over <J+gd*k with k=l,2, . . .N. Hie concept of
Integration and derivation with respect to Orassmann variables was introduced by

Bereziti [BJ.
As In the bosonic CBSS the first order fermionic WKB approximation [T]

is based on the contribution that comes from the most probable path, defined aa

that which satisfies the classical equations of motion

-5- -6-
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* + ifr --<
(2.1*)

since, as we see, there are terms l ike n,*Nn« a t l |i T" T n e (2.6)
usually will be quite difficult depending on what is 9. There is, however,

the trick of introducing an auxiliary scalar field a that ve explain later

and which sometimes makes the calculations easier.

As in the bosonic case, the WKB approximation leads to the exact result

if H is of the form $*H as it should he direct from (2.5)-{2.7).

with the boundary conditions specified in (2.3). A difference with the boaonic
case pointed out by Teitelboim [7] is that In the fermionic case one must not
sum over the extrema, and a l l of them yield the same resul t . Any solution of
(2.1*) defines a path ( i " ( t ) ,$(t)) that makes stationary the pha.se of the
exponent in (2.3) and leads to the semiclassieal (WKB) approximation in close

analogy with (1.7),

3. DISCRETE VERSUS CONTINUUM

Let us consider the system defined by

(2.5)

wbere

-f
(2.6)

and

(2.7)

One of the least problems in the present formalism i3 to notice that to

perform the dlscretized version of (2.6) it ia, in general, not enough to know

that

(2.a)

(3.1)

where

$ 4
(3.2)

The dots In (3.1) represent the usual normal product. The natural
matrix representation of a Clifford algebra with four generator Is four-
dimensional. I t ia easy to find hxk matrices 4 and £. , a,B"1.2
satisfying (2.1) such that (J a) *?„ • From them H becomes a kxk

which happens to be

atrix

(3.3)

which is a l l that ve need to know about the 3yBtem: the propagation operator
expt-iilt] , the eigenvalues of H , the time dependence of the "fields" ^

etc. We could even study the interaction picture, the 3 matrix and pertur-

bation theory through Feynnsmi 'ilagrama, etc . Thia i s , perhaps, the simplest

imaginable toy field theory in one-time and zero-space dimensions with an inter-

action term.

-8-



A discretized version of (2.3) which actually gives meaning to it with-

out ambiguities Is

FT.** a*) e

(3.4)

Sometimes ve shall refer to the expor.^nt in the integrand above as

iSU»(t),*(t);T] or simply as iS .

The stationary phase condition cryptically written as (2.1*) should be

understood as

YJ-'

(3.5)

For reasons that will be clear later it is of interest to consider the

(3.6)

and ve> postpone explaining its relation to the systems (3.1). In the present

case e<is(3.5) are easily solved with the boundary conditions stated in (3.*0

\' $T]U -**""•]

(3.7)

-9-

(Until further notice it should be clear that the two dimensional character of

our Grassmann variables (see (j.:)) is irrelevant). Eq(3.7) is the definition

of the most probable path when II is given by (3.6). The evaluation of IS

at the most probable path is what ia called iS c l and it ia

( N )

(3.S)

(We are keeping N finite for the time being.)

It is quite easy to evaluate A ( N ) - the discretized version of (2.6) -

in the case (3.6) as the integral is of the form (2.8)

and therefore

which clearly yields

(3.?)

(3-10)

To understand the problems that arise when we try to evaluate 4
directly in the continuum i t i3 useful to consider the well-known identity

.-«

C3.12)

where A means A(N) . To evaluate «K we consider A as a func*io» of th«

m 's. From (3.10) it is direct to see that

•+ e ( ,

(3.13)

-00-



product tha t tias no terms in the diagonal (i=k) hence yielding -uro for the

left-hand s ide of (3.12) as i t should be expected from (3-11) and the right-hand

side of (3 .12) .

Let us se« hov one would evaluate (3-9) d i rec t ly in the continuum and

vhy t h i s method encounters ambiguit ies. Instead of (3.9) we write

G (3.1U)

The matrix A in the l a s t expression i s the d i f f e r en t i a l operator su i tab ly a n t i -

symmetrized,

(3.15)

Inverting we have

A = e "
r

A
(3.16)

One problem with A is that it is something like a. rectangular matrix and

therefore its determinant is not well define*. It is rectangular in the sense

that It takes the n(t) 's wit* their well-known boundary conditions to the

C-apace with unspecified boundary conditions. To circumvent this difficulty we

define

A « A: A (3.17)

where AQ=A(m(t)=0). We notice that the effect of A on n is f i rs t that A

takes n to £ and A. takt-L; £ back to the n-spuce , therefore A is a

squared matrix.

Now we have that

u = -M --

(3.13)

Then

and

SA 17 = yL\
(3.19)

On the other hand

»-«

so that
- e

ft t

G
 J- J e (3.20)

How the matrix element analogous to (3.13) i s obtained by taking the functional

derivative S/4n04.. , where 6 is the index that r
pt

component object (6=1,2). It is easily seen that

derivative S/4n04.. , where 6 is the index that reminds us that n Is a two
pt

(3.21)

The trace of this object, needed to make use of (3.12), should be cal-

culated as

- 1 1 -
-12-



(3.22)

N+i

vhich Is not veil defined as the step function 9{t-t'} has a discontinuity at

t=t' . To recover the known result A=l one would have to take e(O)=Q which,

working in the continuum}has no
1 a priori justification. One could give several

other examples that essentially shov the same: the calculation after the limit

S-+" has been taken of some of the relevant abjects^is not well defined.

k. DISCRETE VERSUS CONTINUUM. THE HKB APPROXIMATION

We nov want to get the WKB approximate value of the propagator (3.M

when H is the normal symbol associated to H given in (3.1), that is,

It i3 easily shown that

(ll.l)

( in the present section m is a constant) and therefore on top of the

exponential in {3.h) we have

iS = i

With

.S(x^--**+„-£•*(*.-«!»..,)--
( U . 3 >

Let ua consider the following product of gaussian integrals over a

a umber valued set of variables Oj ,

i,-[jJS] Tie

We d e f i n e e such t h a t the square b r a c k e t f a c t o r i s u n i t y , i . e . ,

I. • e " r"
(It.6)

The ident i ty {k.It)=(!».6) does not depend on b as t h i s parameter can tie absorbed

as a rescaling factor for the variables <Jj.

The usefulness of 1^ i s that now the propagator can be written

(following Gross JJeveu [9]) as

(1*.7)

We discover that the integral inside [ j la of the form (3-1*) nitb. H given

by (3.6) and

and that integral is equal to itB tfKB approximation (2.5). But in the present
(N)case we know that 4 =1 before any limiting procedure and therefore (sea (2,5)

and (3.8))

-ll-
-11*-



*'"H

t.9)

The series stops there as the Grassm&nn variables $ and $ * are nilpotent

and a=l,2.

When we replace {It.9) back in (li.f) three terms arise from the three

terms in (I4.9). They are not difficult to analyse. The first one is unity

because of the definition of the normalization factor c given after C*.5).

The second tern is

[/ -Wm- iit P

(k.io)

As the last term in the square bracket cannot contribute due to its odd parity,

the result is

In a similar fashion it is easy to check that the third term is

that is, we have obtained

ct.ID

which is the exact result. This 13 30 because the introduction of the

auxiliary "field" 0 made the integrals to be gaussian at every step.

We now make a brief comment on the difficulties encountered when the

sane derivation is attempted directly in the continuum. What we now have is

where

+W] + (if ft -**+) --cm A

But since the following identity holds

£{•*-**
C.lU)

vhere N(X) is the normalization factor N(X)»jDaexp[^ <r3 dt] , (the para-

meter ti of (U.It) has been taken as 1/2) then

C*.15)

Again the factor f ] is equal to its aemiclassical approximation. The

stationary phase conditions ;ire

r -,
which are easily Integrated:

-16-



/t

4> ft) -
(14.17)

They define the most probable path and the action S evaluated for this

path is

(U.18)

Aa)
We are calling S the action corresponding to the Hamiltonian normal symbol

(see (l>.8))

H ="

and should not be confused with the action associated to our complete system

when H is given by (U.I).

A3 in (1*.9), then, we have that the factor \ ] is

{ } = e ' = l + <t>*<fre
(It.20)

accepting that A=l , as it was discussed in Section 3.

Replacing U.20) back in Ct.15) we first notice that in making the

a—functional integration there will always be a H(X) factor coming out that

will cancel the H (X) that is outside in (It.15). Of the three terms that

(U.20) gives rise to the first cones all right as in (H.10), The second one is

. j. r

which, eomFarine vith [It.10), •«•• ^t;e that it i j wrong, uirailarly, the third

term also cone3 out vrongiy. '«• wont to stress that the present wrong result ia

derived straightforvardly from ;.:;o naive calculation in the continuum without

ever having stumbled on an air.biriity lifce the one encountered at the end of

Section 3.

The integral C*.2l) above should be compared with (U.io). The crucial

difference 13 that in evaluating (U.10) we f i r s t integrated over the a-variables

and afterwards took the limit to the continuum (t-»O or N->—). We obviously

conclude that the two processes do not commute. The reason for this can be

looked into in more deta i l . Firj t we notice that (remember (b.B)),

F(£(jj+O) = H 0 - i £ W t

which is part of the integrand in (fc.10), tends, in the limitx to

- e
-«•] Wilt) it

The same happens with

M4-I

- e
In the continuum limit F and cannot be distinguished but only F, yields

the correct result while in the limit the result C4.2O) is the sane as the one

obtained in the discrete using F in the integrand. The reader can easily

discover why Fj, does not produce the correct result and therefore why our

naive integration in the continuum fails.

We would like to remark that the introduction of the auxiliary field a

has made the calculations simpler and the result has been exact. However in

more complicated examples the trick of introducing the auxiliary field o may

not work and ve may be forced to deal directly with (2.5) and (2.6). If that is

the case there Is no way but a necessarily approximate (and not exact) solution.

This we have done with the simple example (3-1). The calculations are not so

easy and the result to be compared with Ct.ll) is

U.21)

-17-



We see that it is just the last term which comes in an approximate form valid

for small A. The result (it.22) is rather tedious to derive and we did not

have the courage to do it in the discrete where it becomes really cumbersome-

It is therefore interesting to notice th.i1; ve got a correct (approximate)

result. We do not know yet if this is just an accident. Or is it that

working only with Grassmann variables the limits commute? This is a point

that we are studying now.
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